
CRAFT L

Configurations & possibilities



1. Customize with shelves

6 shelves possible Between each shelve is 9cm space

Standard:  1x shelve

It is possible to get more shelves. 



2. Front lid: Gasspring and lock 

Lock without key:
The lock can be unlocked by moving the cover 
a little bit. 
After moving the cover a little bit there is a 
hole on the back op the tube. There can be
the lock unlocked with your finger. 

It principal is little the same like a lock on a 
bonnet of a car.

Tube



3. Cover
Workbanch:
The top it covered with rubber for protection 
while using it as workbanch. 

Max. weight on top: 25kg

4x Strap handles   
(there are special straps with
urban arrow on it available. If this
is for sale available you need to
ask). 

Important: 
This is the main handle for 
opening cover 



4. Create bigger compartment

With seperation wall Without seperation wall



5. IDEA for separation front case 

Without shelve  in front case With shelve  in front case

c

Attention! This shelve is not standard available but possible.  



6. IDEA for tool drawers

Attention! This tool drawer is not standard but 
possible.

The CRAFT is design with an option for ALUCA 
compartments. 

Tool configurations like ALUCA offers a lot of organize
possiblities with drawers or without.

ALUCA is an compartment which are normally build
in vans. (see picture below). 

For more information: 
www.amsterdam-inbouw.nl

http://www.amsterdam-inbouw.nl/


7. Space for Eurocrate

There is space for 3 eurocrates.

Dimensions eurocrate: 600x400x200mm 

250mm



8. Raised edge

The CRAFT got raised edges. This will provide that the cargo inside
the box will not move against the sliding door.
The door is now with the raised door always free for sliding forward 
en back.



9. Special Wings for reducing impact on rail

The CRAFT got special wings mounted on he CARGO frame. 
The wings are sticking out. This will reduce the impact on the
slidingrail en mechanisme. 



10. Specifications

CRAFT CARGO L

Standard
Available versions: Cargo L
Available colors: White (black optional)

Included: 1x shelve (second shelve optional)
2x Key (1 reserve)

Volume
Main compartment:    290L
Front compartment: 40L
Total volume: 330L

Loads
Maximum load bike (incl.box,rider) 275kg
Maximum load on top box (full open position): 25kg

Weight box: 30kg

SLIDING MECHANISME:
Brand: Accuride
Sliding support cover: High density polyuethyleen (HPDE)

HEAVY DUTY SOUTCHO LOCK
Main Compartment: Soutcho mechanical lock

Federal motor vehicle safety standard 206
tested. Stainless steel (304ss) & marine salt
spray requirement dynamic working load 100N

Front compartment: Soutcho (lock by locking main compartment)

Lock rotation handle: Soutcho Cam latch, Sealing note: NEMA 4/ IP65, 
Maximum static load: 330N




